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1. COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Objectives of the course 

The aim of the course is to develop a certain degree of productive use of language (through 

oral and written expression) in the function of the profession, and to develop the ability to 

understand basic grammatical laws in English and their independent use on the example of 

language tasks in the profession. The aim of the course is to develop linguistic competence 

in terms of acquiring and expanding vocabulary in the field, adopting concepts and keywords 

of the language of traffic through the processing of texts and materials in the literature with 

the aim of developing basic skills: reading, listening, speaking and writing. 

1.1. Conditions to enroll the course 

Basic knowledge of English grammar 

1.2. Expected learning outcomes of the course 

 

Outcome 1 Apply grammatical structures necessary for successful written and 

spoken communication (present, past and future verb tenses), recognition of 

active and passive verb forms. 

 Outcome 2 Adopt professional terminology for the purpose of expressing 

opinions, views and doubts, and successfully participating in discussions on 

topics in the field of profession.  

Outcome 3 Recognize and correctly use passive verb forms in the present, past 

and future verb tenses, correctly use articles - indefinite and definite article. 

 Outcome 4 Adopt professional terminology and argue the content of texts using 

professional terminology.  
 

 

Content of the Course 

INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH I 

PART I. 

Trouble with the Car. Reading and translation. Vocabulary development. Types of words. 



Language focus: present tenses in English. 

In the Train. Reading and discussion. Answering the questions. Reconstruction of the 

passage. Forming sentences with the words given. 

Language focus: past and present perfect tenses. 

Travel. Reading and discussion. Vocabulary development. Noun + noun combinations. 

Compound words. 

Language focus: future forms 

Travelling by Tube. Reading and discussion. Vocabulary development. Exercises form the 

textbook. Pronouns. 

Language focus: indefinite and definite articles. 

Moving about Towns. Reading and translation. Answering the questions. Exercises form 

the textbook. 

Language focus: the Passive 

Only Stricter Traffic Laws Can Prevent Accidents. Reading and discussion. Vocabulary 

development. Exercises from the textbook. 

Revision of grammar and important vocabulary. 

1.3. Types of teaching 
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1.4. Comments  

1.5. Obligations of the students 

 

Students are required to attend classes regularly, which means that attendance at classes is 

recorded by the signature of the student. Since the emphasis is on teaching and exercises, 

students are expected to actively participate in the teaching process, in individual and group 

work. In order to use English more successfully, students are also given various 

assignments (in class or as homework) that they are required to complete in order to take 

the final exam. 
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1.7. Assessment and evaluation of students' work during the classes and in he final exam 

The grade  consists of: 

- Results of the 1st colloquium 

- Results of the 2nd colloquium 

- The results of the final exam 

- attendance and activitiy 

 

 

Example of score evaluation in the exam: 

 

outcome O 1. O 2. O 3. O 4. OBLIGATIONS TOTAL 

Min. 12 12 12 12 2 48+2 

Max. 24 24 24 24 4 96+4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

* Challenge learning outcome 

A student who has met the lower score threshold for the acquisition of knowledge, skills and 

competencies from each individual learning outcome (scored 12 or more points) can increase the 

number of points gained through the so-called. Challenge learning outcome. He can earn a 

maximum of 24 points through it. 

Challenge learning outcome consists of writing a seminar paper on a given topic, making 

presentations, critical review of a court decision or writing a project / paper in accordance with 

the approval of the teacher. 

Important: the only way to increase the total number of points is to challenge the learning 

outcome. Challenge points cannot be a substitute for points from learning outcomes. 

Points  Grade 

0,00-49,00 insufficient (1) 

50,00-59,00 Sufficient (2) 

60,00-75,00 good (3) 

76,00-90,00 Very good (4) 

91,00 + Excellent (5) 

1.8. Required literature  

• Borka Bjelobrk - Katja Bošković-Gazdović: „English textbook of transport I“, Zagreb, 
2002. 

• Murphy R.: English Grammar in Use. Cambridge University Press, 2004. 
• Urbany M.: Business Letters in English, Školska knjiga, Zagreb, 1995. 
• Handouts 

1.9. Additional  literature (on the proposal of the study programme) 

• Čuljat, S. (2015.) English for Road Transport 1 – texts and grammar with exercises 

• Čuljat S., (2015.) Engleski za cestovni promet 1 – tekstovi i gramatika s vježbama 

• Thomson A.J., Martinet A.V., A Practical English Grammar, Oxford University Press, 1986. 
• Thomson A.J., Martinet A.V., A Practical English Grammar-EXERCISES 1,2, Oxford University 

Press,1986. 
• Ž.Bujas.:Veliki englesko-hrvatski rječnik. Nakladni zavod Globus,Zagreb (ili drugi autori) 



 

1.10. Quality monitoring methods that ensure the acquisition of knowledge, skills and competences 

 
Keeping records of students attendance and activities, and information on student progress through 

independent assignments and colloquia will provide information needed for further instructions to 

students in order to increase the efficiency of their work, and also the teacher will receive earlier 

feedback on progress of the students and in which direction to “strengthen” the exercises in certain 

parts of the teaching. Students are informed of  their rights and obligations, as well as with the 

methods of work and the necessary literature. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


